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Reifenhäuser Blown Film GmbH announces the
sale of 4 co-extrusion lines

Sigma Plastics Group, one of the largest North American based film producers have
ordered a total of 4 coex blown film lines from REIFENHÄUSER Blown Film GmbH a
leading extrusion equipment manufacturer.
For their BJK (Louisvile KY) operation Sigma ordered two high output 5-layer PE
dedicated lines both equipped with Reifenhauser’s unique ULTRA COOL IBC and
ULTRA FLAT patented inline flattening system. BJK currently has two 5-layer lines
with ULTRA FLAT from Reifenhäuser which has allowed them to enter new markets.
For Sigma’s Allied Extruders division two additional lines were sold. One line is a 3layer high output and the 2nd line is a 5-layer high output PE dedicated line. Both
lines will also be equipped with ULTRA COOL and ULTRA FLAT. Allied Extruders
currently has Reifenhauser extrusion equipment as well.

With this investment Sigma Plastics Group shows their commitment to the flexible
packaging industry and reinforces their position in the North American market.
The Reifenhauser Group will be highlighting their extrusion technology at the NPE
show at booth W3031.
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About The Sigma Plastics Group:
The Sigma Plastics Group was founded in 1978 by Alfred Teo and is the largest privately owned film extrusion
group in North America. Based in Pompano Beach, Florida, the company has 42 manufacturing facilities producing
an annual throughput of over 2 billion pounds of resin and employs over 4,700 people. Sigma manufactures a
variety of flexible packaging products servicing the industrial, agricultural, food, medical, retail, and converter film
markets.
For more information, visit www.sigmaplasticsgroup.com
About the Reifenhäuser Group
The Reifenhäuser Group, based in Troisdorf near Cologne, Germany, is the world's leading supplier of plastics
extrusion lines, machines, and components. The group has the world's largest company knowledge network for
extrusion technology: Six business units with nine subsidiaries bundle highly specialised knowledge in design,
process technology, automation systems, project planning, manufacturing, project management and logistics. As
a whole, the group covers the largest range of extrusion technologies. Its companies offer systems for the
production of film, sheet, nonwovens, monofilaments, and the relevant components. The company was founded in
1911 as a forge and is managed today for the third generation by brothers Bernd and Ulrich Reifenhäuser.
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